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This routine resident inspection was conducted onsite in the areas
of plant operations review, maintenance observations, surveillance
observations, safety system inspection, review of special reports,
review of nonroutine events, and followup of previous inspection
findings.

Backshift inspection was performed on April 13, 14, 20, 21, 25,
29,and 30; and, Hay 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 17, 18, and 22.

Plant operations area:

Operations provided positive control and conservative operation
throughout the inspection period. The operators performed well
during the heavy work schedule of the Unit 1 refueling outage
requiring substantial overtime.

Surveillance area:

A number of surveillances, inclusive of motor operated valve
differential pressure testing and full flow pump testing, were
performed in a professional manner. The Operational gC group
continued to overview the surveillance program and TS
implementation with a positive effect (paragraph 4).
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Maintenance area:

Aside from the one violation regarding maintenance of the 1B

Low Pressure Safety Injection (LPSI) pump, overall observed
maintenance and outage activities were satisfactory. During
the course of the outage many Plant Change/Modifications were
installed and tested that were, with minor exceptions, well
controlled. The Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) fan
modifications were very successful (paragraph 7.c).

Engineering area:

Engineering support during PCM installation, such as the EDG

fan modification, was evident. Engineering effort added
substantive value while supporting Non-Conformance Report (NCR)
evaluations and Change Request Notice (CRN) generation. As
noted below, significant problems were resolved through the NCR

process.

During the inspection period, General Electic breaker HFA relay
problems and Mestinghouse breaker overcurrent relay problems were
discovered during Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) testing and normal
relay surveillance and maintenance (paragraphs 4.i and 4.k).

Within the areas inspected, the following violations were
identified:

VIO 335/93-12-01, Inadequate LPSI Pump Maintenance Procedure
caused insufficient bearing lubrication, paragraph 3.b(9).



REPORT DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

D. Sager, St. Lucie Plant Vice President
* G. Boissy, Plant General Manager

J. Barrow, Fire/Safety Coordinator
H. Buchanan, Health Physics Supervisor
C. Burton, Operations Manager
R. Church, Independent Safety Engineering Group Chairman

* R. Dawson, Haintenance Manager
* W. Dean, Electrical Maintenance Department Head
* J. Dyer, Plant guality Control Manager
* R. Englmeier, Site guality Manager

H. Fagley, Construction Services Manager
R. Frechette, Chemistry Supervisor

* J. Holt, Plant Licensing Engineer
* C. Leppla, JPN Engineering

L. McLaughlin, Licensing Manager
G. Madden, Plant Licensing Engineer

* A. Menocal, Mechanical Maintenance Department Head
* L. Rogers, Instrument and Control Maintenance Department Head
* J. Scarola, Site Engineering Manager

C. Scott, Outage Manager
J. Spodick, Operations Training Supervisor

* D. West, Technical Manager
J. West, Operations Supervisor
W. White, Security Supervisor

* D. Wolf, Site Engineering Supervisor
E. Wunderlich, Reactor Engineering Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included engineers, technicians,
operators, mechanics, security force members, and office personnel.

NRC Personnel

N.
S.
G.
J.
B.
W.

R.
H.
R.
H.
W.

Economos, Reactor Inspector, NRC Region II
Elrod, Senior Resident Inspector, NRC Region II
HacDonald, Reactor Inspector, NRC Region II
Norris, Senior Project Manager, Project Directorate II-2, NRR

Parker, Radiation Specialist, NRC Region II
Rankin, Chief, Facilities Radiation Protection Section, NRC Region II
Schin, Project Engineer, NRC Region II
Scott, Resident Inspector, NRC Region II
Shortridge, Senior Radiation Specialist, NRC Region II
Sinkule, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 2, NRC Region II
Stansberry, Security Specialist, NRC Region II

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.



Plant Status and Activities

Unit 1 began and ended the inspection period shut down for a refueling
outage that began Harch 29.

Unit 2 began the inspection period at full power and operated at power
until Hay 21, when it was manually tripped after seven CEAs inadvertently
dropped into the core. The unit remained shut down in Hode 3 through the
end of the inspection period.

Hr. H. V. Sinkule, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 2, NRC Region II, was

onsite on April 13 for the IR 335,389/93-07 exit meeting. His activities
included a site tour, informal discussions with licensee management, and

review of the issues being addressed.

During this period, a security inspection was conducted on April 10-14 by
W. Stansberry, Security Specialist, NRC Region II. The inspection
results were reported in IR 335,389/93-06.

During this period, an inspection of the licensee's inservice inspection
program was conducted on April 19-23 by N. Economos, Reactor Inspector,
NRC Region II. The inspection results were reported in IR 335,389/93-10.

During this period, a health physics inspection was conducted on April
19-23 by R. Shortridge, Senior Radiation Specialist, and B. Parker,
Radiation Specialist, NRC Region II. The inspection results were
reported in IR 335,389/93-13.

Hr. W. H. Rankin, Chief, Facilities Radiation Protection Section, NRC

Region II, was onsite on April 22-23 for the IR 335,389/93-13 exit
meeting. His activities included site tours, informal discussions with
licensee management, and review of the subject inspection issues.

Hr. J. A. Norris, Senior Project Hanager, Project Directorate II-2, NRR

was onsite on Hay 10-13. His activities included site tours, informal
discussions with licensee management, and review of licensing issues.

During this period, an inspection of: (a) circumstances surrounding
repeat failures of GE Type HFA latching relays, and (b) insulation
deterioration in Westinghouse/ABB equipment protection relays, was
conducted on Hay 10-14 by G. HacDonald, Reactor Inspector, of NRC Region
II. The inspection results were reported in IR 335,389/93-14.

Review of Plant Operations (71707)

a. Plant Tours

The inspectors periodically conducted plant tours to verify that
monitoring equipment was recording as required, equipment was
properly tagged, operations personnel were aware of plant
conditions, and plant housekeeping efforts were adequate. The
inspectors also determined that appropriate radiation controls were



properly established, critical clean areas were being controlled in
accordance with procedures, excess equipment or material was stored
properly, and combustible materials and debris were disposed of
expeditiously. During tours, the inspectors looked for the
existence of unusual fluid leaks, piping vibrations, pipe hanger and
seismic restraint settings, various valve and breaker positions,
equipment caution and danger tags, component positions, adequacy of
fire fighting equipment, and instrument calibration dates. Some

tours were conducted on backshifts. The frequency of plant tours
and control room visits by site management was noted to be adequate.

The inspectors routinely conducted partial walkdowns of ESF, ECCS,

and support systems. Valve, breaker, and switch lineups as well as
equipment conditions were randomly verified both locally and in the
control room. The following accessible-area ESF system and area
walkdowns were made to verify that system lineups were in accordance
with licensee requirements for operability and equipment material
conditions were satisfactory:

Unit 1 LPSI pump rooms during SDC and reduced inventory,

Unit 1 CCW platform during initial reduced inventory and also
with "A" or "B" train out of service,

Unit 2 fan rooms,

Unit 2 pipe penetration rooms,

Unit 1 EDG fuel oil tanks and fuel transfer pumps,

Unit 1 EDGs, and

Unit 1 Containment [penetrations, material condition, refueling
activities].

Except as noted below, the above areas were found to be in
acceptable condition.

The inspectors conducted a Unit 1 containment tour on Nay 22,
shortly before the planned unit heatup to mode 4 following a
refueling outage. Several items were observed and identified to the
licensee. All were appropriately evaluated for operability and
placed in the licensee's startup punch list program.

b. Plant Operations Review

The inspectors periodically reviewed shift logs and operations
records, including data sheets, instrument traces, and records of
equipment malfunctions. This review included control room logs and
auxiliary logs, operating orders, standing orders, jumper logs, and
equipment tagout records. The inspectors routinely observed
operator alertness and demeanor during plant tours. They observed



and evaluated control room staffing, control room access, and
operator performance during routine operations. The inspectors
conducted random off-hours inspections to ensure that operations and
security performance remained at acceptable levels. Shift turnovers
were observed to verify that they were conducted in accordance with
approved licensee procedures. Control room annunciator status was
verified. Except as noted below, no deficiencies were observed.

During this inspection period, the inspectors reviewed the following
tagouts (clearances):

Unit 1 1-93-04-006 1C AFW pump, and

Unit 1 1-93-04-273 1B HPSI.

(1) Operation with Reduced RCS Inventory - The licensee reduced
the RCS inventory three times during this inspection period.
The licensee had a comprehensive program to preserve safety
functions and controls during operation in reduced reactor
inventory conditions.

On the evening of April 3, 1993, the Unit 1 RCS water level was
reduced to the mid-hot-leg level to facilitate installation of
the steam generator nozzle dams prior to refueling the reactor.
The nozzle dams enabled eddy current testing of the steam
generator tubes in parallel with refueling. The preparation,
entry into, and exit of RCS reduced inventory was observed by
the resident inspectors. Reduced inventory conditions were
exited on April 9 when the Reactor head was removed and water
level raised for refueling.

On the evening of Hay 3, the licensee again placed Unit 1 in
reduced inventory conditions. As RCS water level was reduced,
the reactor vessel head was set in place on the reactor vessel
in accordance with OP 1-1600023, Rev 44, Refueling Sequencing
Guidelines and GHP 1-H-0015, Rev 23, Reactor Vessel Haintenance
- Sequence of Operations. This part of the evolution went
without incident. The polar crane exhibited no problems.
After setting the reactor vessel head into place was completed,
the inspector observed RCS water level being lowered to the
mid-hot-leg level to facilitate removal of the steam generator
nozzle dams and replacement of a RCP shaft mechanical seal.

Reduced inventory conditions were exited on Hay 5 when the
reactor head was removed and water level raised to compensate
following the failure of 1B LPSI pump, which left only one LPSI
pump in service.

During the early afternoon of Saturday, Hay 8, the licensee
again reduced the Unit 1 RCS water level to reduced inventory
conditions to facilitate resetting the reactor vessel head, and



then reduced level still more to establish conditions for
changing the 1A2 RCP shaft seal.

Several items occurred at this evolution to change conditions
for the seating of the reactor vessel head as RCS level was
lowered. The normal personnel hatch was being repaired and was
unusable. Therefore, personnel access to the containment was

via the containment equipment hatch which had to be left open
with manning available in close proximity to the open hatch as
contingency for closure. Also, the air makeup valves to
containment were being repaired [were closed at this time] and
thus the reactor exhaust [purge] fans could not be run for
ventilation without an open port. A temporary change (FRG

approved on Hay 7, TC 1-93-156) to procedure OP 1-1600023, Rev

44, Refueling Sequencing Guidelines, was generated that allowed
the hatch to be open during the head set. This allowed the
continuous personnel access and safe containment ventilation
for the containment. Reactor head movement does not constitute
a reactor vessel internals movement that requires containment
integrity per the TS. The applicable procedure had been

conservatively written to require hatch closure during vessel
head installation.

Reduced inventory conditions were exited on Hay 18 when the RCP

seal was completed and water level raised for normal Hode 5

operation. Each reduced inventory entry and exit was performed
in a very professional manner with a strong safety perspective.

V3480 Disassembly with Freeze Seal

During the previous Unit 1 refueling outage [late 1990], the
licensee had trouble seating V3480, the lA loop hot leg suction
isolation valve. The large gate valve required several
manipulations/operations to obtain a proper seal. A NPWO was
scheduled for this present outage.

While in Hode 6, utilizing a freeze seal to isolate the valve
from the RCS, the licensee disassembled the valve for
inspection and/or repair. The residents observed freeze seal
preparations and maintenance. Inspection results documented on
NCR 1-773 revealed erosion indications on the valve wedge
seating area. The NCR disposition, which was resolved with the
valve vendor, was to use the valve "as is" with the valve seat
remaining functional. NDE tests of the valve (blue check)
indicated satisfactory valve condition. Per the NCR and
mechanical maintenance, the valve will be re-inspected next
outage with a contractor available for further proactive
evaluations.

Upon release of the freeze seal, the valve did not leak at a
static head of 60 feet of RCS water. Subsequent to this





inspection period, the valve was determined to be leak tight at
full system pressure.

First Reactor Vessel Head Lift
On April 8, the inspector observed the licensee's attempt tolift the Unit 1 reactor vessel head. The polar crane standard
preparatory checks showed that the electric eddy current brake
was not responding so the liftwas deferred. Failed components
were replaced twice due to the proximity of the connections to
normally-grounded components. Once operational later in the
day, the crane had lifted the head about six feet when the
engineer observed the eddy current brake current to be zero, so
following management review, the head was set back down using
the "creep" mode of operation. In-House Event report 93-031
was generated by the licensee.

Second Reactor Vessel Head Lift
On the evening of April 9, after the above polar crane
troubleshooting, repair, and testing, the resident inspector
observed that the vessel head was satisfactorily lifted and
stowed. The evolution went smoothly with good coordination
between interfacing groups.

Upper Guide Structure (UGS) Lift
On April 13, the resident inspector observed the UGS

satisfactorily lifted out of the vessel preparatory to fuel
movement. As with the above lifts, this was done per GNP 1-M-
0015, Rev 23, Reactor Vessel Maintenance - Sequence of
Operations [NPWO 3501/61]. A remote-controlled submersible
robot with a video camera was used for several important
inspection activities, including:

Verification of lift rig fastener installation,
UGS clearance from reactor vessel/internals during the
initial phase of the lift, and
proper seating of the UGS on its cribbing in the refueling
pool.

During the lift, the inspector noted that paint on the under
side of the polar crane was separating from the crane in spots.
The inspector did not see any paint leave the crane. The
licensee parked the crane and did not use it after the lift to
prevent paint from inadvertently separating from the crane.
Prior to refueling, the licensee removed the loose paint from
the underside of the crane and has scheduled crane repainting
for the next refueling outage.

Unit 2 Charging Pump Flow Transmitter



On April 14, Unit 2 troubleshooting charging pump surveillance
testing indicated flow problems with the three pumps. One pump
was in the alert range and the other two appeared marginal on
flow. The pumps had satisfactorily passed their surveillance
test less than a month previously. On April 14," I&C inspected
and calibrated the common flow transmitter and declared it to
be satisfactory. On the same day, Operations, with the
resident inspector present, did a methodical combination test
[in different flow configurations] of the pumps and came up
with similar marginal results as those indicated above. After
a meeting, a second flow transmitter was calibrated and
installed in the piping system. Late April 14, the pump flow
indications returned to their previous satisfactory
surveillance levels. By the end of the inspection period the
root cause for the failure of the removed transmitter had not
been determined. The Operations staff were proactive in
troubleshooting the TS,LCO problem and coordinating the testing
and repair efforts.

2B1 RCP seal cooler heat exchanger isolation valve

On April 21, the 2Bl RCP seal cooler heat exchanger isolation
valve HCV 14-llB1 spuriously closed. The resident was in the
control room at the time of the problem. After numerous
closing of the valve which was suppose to fail open, it was
apparent that the temperature indication supplying the signal
to the valve was bad or the transmitter that controlled this
air operated valve had failed. The valve was placed in a
manual opened position, operations personnel began logging pump
seal temperature data, and chemistry sampled CCW flow as
required for potential contamination. No contamination
existed. IKC made a containment entry and replaced the
temperature transmitter, resolving the valve problem. Operator
response to this event was proper and timely to this equipment
failure.

Unit 2 RCP Oil Level

During the inspection period [April 18], the 2A1 upper bearing
oil reservoir level was noted to be trending down. The drop in
level was 0.02 inches over a six day period which equated to
approximately I/30 gallon per day. A containment entry was
made on April 19 to check the transmitting devices and they
were found to be satisfactory. At the same time, the oil
collection tank installed to collect RCP oil seepage showed a
volume equivalent to the volume lost from the 2Al RCP. The loss
was minimal at this point with minimal operational risk
associated with the problem. Subsequent to this inspection,
the leak was repaired during a Unit 2 shutdown. The licensee
demonstrated prompt response to emergent plant conditions.

1B LPSI Pump Failure



On Hay 4 at 4:20 p.m., one (1B) of two running St. Lucie Unit 1

LPSI pumps was shut down. The 1B LPSI pump bearing housing,
which houses two sets of bearings (one duplex and one single)
that helps support and align the pump, had been observed by
plant personnel to be discolored. This was reported to the
control room. Followup inspection by operations personnel
indicated that the paint of the pump bearing housing had turned
brown/black with heat and leakage of oil from the bearing
housing vent was also observed. The pump was secured at that
time while the remaining train of LPSI continued running and
providing SDC. When the 1B LPSI was shut down, each pump was
flowing approximately 1500 gpm [over 3,000 gpm total]. The RCS

level was at mid loop level at the time and TS 3.9.8.2 action
statements applied. TS 3. 1. 1.3 was a possible concern with the
loss of the 1B pump.

Operations exited the action statements of TS 3.9.8.2 when
actions to begin repairs on the faulted pump were initiated (at
4:22 pm, pump mechanical maintenance was called to inspect the
pump). TS 3. 1.1.3 considerations were satisfied when the other
LPSI pump flow rate was brought up to 3,000 gpm [at 5:00 pm]
and it was verified that no RCS dilution was taking place (by
sampling the RCS and increasing flow of the 1A LPSI). After
the 1B LPSI pump loss, the operators had been slowly increasing
the 1A LPSI flow up to 3,000 gpm to minimize the RCS disruption
[to limit the possibility of vortexing and ensuing air
entrainment at the pump RCS suction point] and meet the intent
of the TS 3.1.1.3 basis [provide adequate mixing of the RCS to
prevent stratification].

Prior to the above, the reactor had been refueled and RCS level
was lowered to mid loop for steam generator nozzle dam removal
and RCP mechanical seal replacement. The plant had entered mid
loop the previous evening (10:00 pm). Plant conditions were
stable prior to and throughout the 1B LPSI shutdown.

The licensee's immediate and continued followup to the above
pump problem was conservative. TS 3.9.8.2 has an "OR"
statement in its LCO that stated in part to initiate pump
repair OR flood up to or greater than 23 feet above the reactor
fuel. At mid-loop there was only approximately 10 feet of
water above the fuel. The subsequent licensee actions were to
also complete the second part of the action statement. The
licensee expedited closeup of the open primary SG manways to
allow floodup of the RCS [closed after 11:00 p.m. that
evening]. The yet unbolted recently seated reactor vessel head
was removed for the floodup [completed at 03:38 am on Hay 5]
after midloop conditions were exited (RCS level greater than 35
feet). The refueling pool was flooded to 23 feet above the
fuel at 8: 14 am on Hay 5. During the floodup period, no RCS
instabilities were expected or noted.



Although the bearing housing had not been filled to the proper
oil level initially after its overhaul, the pump had passed a
surveillance test for operability several days [Hay 1,
approximately midday] previously and had run since that time
[approximately 58 hours]. During the test, bearing temperature
and vibration readings had looked normal. The pump bearings
initial oil preparation film and bearing housing internal
slinger rings that wet the bearings in the housing evidently
kept the bearings wet and lubricated for several days prior to
the failure.

The maintenance group found the 18 LPSI bearing housing
bearings to be failed from heat and loss of lubrication to the
three bearings in the common volume oil bath type bearing
housing. The overhauling shop had improperly installed the
external oiler on the pump bearing housing such that the proper
level in the housing was not initially established. T/H 8770-
2036 (Ingersoll-Rand number 9903318) text for the pump, under
"Lubrication", discussed oil level and oiler level adjustment.
Proper installation of the oiler required that the oiler's
internal cross arms be at the same elevation as the oil level
mark stamped on the bearing housing. This did not occur,
leaving the oil level in the bearing house lower than required.
The mechanics involved with the oiler installation had
reportedly received training on the oiler installation per St.
Lucie Plant training module 080006, Lubrication, dated March 8,
1988 and had passed the course the previous year.

The oiler had been installed without an elbow in its assembly
piping run that would have raised the internal oil level
adjustment band (the oiler has an internal level adjustment)
range another approximate one inch or more. The applicable T/H
did not detail the oiler piping. The general maintenance
procedure 1-H-0014, Rev ll, Low Pressure Safety Injection Pump- Disassembly and Reassembly, did not provide oiler
installation instructions or oil level initiation instructions
but simply indicated to install the oiler. The T/H text and
training module supported instructions for proper oiler
installation. The overhaul procedure and the T/H bill of
materials not specifying the oiler assembly .piping did not
support proper pump lubrication.

Consequently, the T/H oil lubrication requirements for the
bearing housing were not followed during pump preparation-
which resulted in a pump failure. This is a violation, VIO
335/93-12-01, Inadequate LPSI Pump Maintenance Procedure
causing insufficient bearing lubrication. Although this item
was identified by the licensee with timely and conservative
short term corrective actions, this violation is being cited
because of our concern that the long term corrective actions
be of sufficient depth to preclude similar problems on other
safety-related systems.
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Licensee corrective action for the pump bearing failure was as
follows:

replaced the bearing housing, bearings, and pump shaft;

revised the applicable pump overhaul procedure to include
specific bearing housing oiler installation instructions;

returned the pump to service prior to reducing inventory
for RCP seal replacement; and,

Inventoried all safety-related oilers in both units.
Oilers were found in generally good condition with minor
problems rectified by NPWOs-covered work or scheduled work
with short turn around.

Additionally, the licensee was reviewing training
information and performing HPES related activities.
Operations issued a night order on oiler fill methodology.
The licensee was considering other long term possible
enhancements.

(10) During the initial operation of the newly rebuilt 1B LPSI pump
(circa Hay 9), the licensee noted that pump bearing housing was
warmer than expected. The licensee had no data on pump bearing
housing temperatures while on SDC. The licensee was very
sensitive to the status of the pump in light of the recent
problem with the unit. The pump bearing housing temperature
was running approximately 140 degrees F while the lA LPSI pump
which was also operating was running approximately 130 degrees
F. The lA pump had been overhauled early in the outage and had
successfully operated without problems since then. The 1B pump
had passed its inservice surveillance test at approximately 40
gpm [on SDC, the pumps run at a higher flow rate, 1,500 to
3,000 gpm, and higher load - motor and bearing heat].

The licensee began continuous monitoring of the pump within
hours of its being placed in SDC service. Oil samples were
taken to ascertain if any problem existed. The pump was
satisfactorily vibrationally tested. The pump vendor was
contacted with the compendium of gathered facts. It was
concluded that the pump housing bearings were going through a
normal break-in period in which it would experience a period of
slightly elevated bearing housing temperature. The lA LPSI
pump had already gone through its break-in period [undetected]
and its bearing temperature had leveled off at a lesser value
[as seen when the bearing temperature was later checked].
Within several days, the 1B LPSI pump bearing housing
temperature dropped into the same range as the lA LPSI
indicating that the bearings were broken-in.



(11) The inspectors observed the transfer of concentrated Sodium
Hydroxide (NaOH) from the storage tank in the Unit 1 RAB

hallway to the 1A boric acid concentrate tank to facilitate
repairs to NaOH tank valves. Five drums of new, more
concentrated, chemical were also added during this process.
This transfer was controlled per procedure I-LOI-0-59, Rev 0,
Transfer of Sodium Hydroxide, approved by FRG No. 93-10. The
material was considered chemically hazardous to the skin and
eyes upon contact and was located where people supporting other
work such as freeze seals would have to cross the hose line.
The utility hired a contractor experienced in handling
hazardous materials, however the area preparation, hookup to
plant systems, manipulation of plant valves, and control of
access were of necessity retained by the licensee. The
licensee, in coordination with the vendor, specified the
temporary hookups in the LOI, assigned temporary valve numbers
to these valves, and proceduralized the transfer. The
preparation and transfer were well executed. Elements observed
included pre-job briefings, protection of equipment and
structures, procedure use, safety dressout, control of access
and other activities in the area, and coordination among safety
and line supervisors of FPL, FPL's labor contractor, and the
hazardous material transfer contractor, and command and control
of the actual transfer. During the preparation, floors and
local motor control centers were protected, the pump tub was
draped for spray protection, and the area was cleared of all
but essential persons. When the transfer began, two minor
fitting leaks were promptly corrected and a malfunctioning pump
changed. The transfer was well executed using positive
direction by the contractor at the pump and overall control by
a SRO at the scene. The inspector judged that the licensee
exhibited sound judgement and prudence in their approach to
this evolution.

(12) On Hay 16, the inspector observed operators fill the RCS using
charging pumps per OP 1-0120020, Rev 64, Filling the RCS, and
then increasing RCS pressure to 200 psig. The operator stopped
one charging pump per procedure when the pressurizer level went
above the indication range. The operator shut the pressurizer
vent when sustained water flow was indicated by containment
sump flow instrumentation. The RCP seal injection flow path
was in use for the fill evolution to keep the RCP seals and
hydrostatic bearing area clean, but, to preclude warping a RCP

pump shaft, the operators terminated seal injection prior to
starting the RCPs to sweep gases from the SG tubes.

Reactor Coolant Pumps were operated per OP 1-0120023, Rev 19,
Reactor Coolant Pump Normal Operation, to perform gas sweeps.
The initial run of 1Al and 1B1 RCPs dropped RCS pressure as
expected from 310 psi to 179 psi in 17 seconds. The operators
efficiently stopped the RCPs and restored shutdown cooling to
reestablish adequate RCP operating conditions.
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(13) On Hay 21, at 11:31 a.m., Unit 2 was manually tripped from 72
percent power approximately 10 seconds after seven CEAs

inadvertently dropped into the reactor core. Five [of nine]
CEAs from control group three and two additional CEAs dropped
for unknown reasons. The other two affected CEAs were from
control group 5 and shutdown group A. A licensed reactor
operator verified plant conditions [CEA bottom lights lighted
and RCS temperatures decreasing] and then manually tripped the
reactor. The plant behaved normally under the manual trip
conditions. No safety relief valves lifted and there were no
unexpected equipment operations.

CEA control and power supply problems were discovered after the
trip and were investigated. Different symptoms were displayed
with each CEA affected. A Combustion Engineering expert was
assisting in the investigation onsite beginning Saturday, Hay
22. The licensee has .found that multiple electrical grounds
affecting three of the CEAs were the most likely cause of the
event. Hy the end of the inspection period, the problem was
not resolved and Unit 2 remained in mode 3.

c. Technical Specification Compliance

Licensee compliance with selected TS LCOs was verified. This
included the review of selected surveillance test results. These
verifications were accomplished by direct observation of monitoring
instrumentation, valve positions, and switch positions, and by
review of completed logs and records. Instrumentation and recorder
traces were observed for abnormalities. The licensee's compliance
with LCO action statements was reviewed on selected occurrences as
they happened. The inspectors verified that related plant
procedures in use were adequate, complete, and included the most
recent revisions.

d. Physical Protection

The inspectors verified by observation during routine activities
that security program plans were being implemented as evidenced by:
proper display of picture badges; searching of packages and
personnel at the plant entrance; and vital area portals being locked
and alarmed.

Overall, operations maintained good configurational control of the plant
and responded well during equipment problems and a dropped rod transient.

4. Surveillance Observations (61726)

Various plant operations were verified to comply with selected TS
requirements. Typical of these were confirmation of TS compliance for
reactor coolant chemistry, RWT conditions, containment pressure, control
room ventilation, and AC and DC electrical sources. The inspectors
verified that testing was performed in accordance with adequate
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procedures, test instrumentation was calibrated, LCOs were met, removal
and restoration of the affected components were accomplished properly,
test results met requirements and were reviewed by personnel other than
the individual directing the test, and that any deficiencies identified
during the testing were properly reviewed and resolved by appropriate
management personnel. The following surveillance test(s) were observed:

'a ~

b.

C.

d.

e.

g.

h.

OP 1-0700050, Rev 40, Auxiliary Feedwater Periodic Test, Data Sheet
F, Cold Shutdown Pump and Valve Test [full flow for 1B AFW pump]

OP 1-0410050, Rev 38, HPSI/LPSI Periodic Test, Data Sheet 1, 1A LPSI
Full Flow Testing of Mini-Flow Recirculation Check Valves

OP 2-0700050, Rev 29, Auxiliary Feedwater Periodic Test, Data Sheet
C [1C AFW pump]

OP 2-2200050, Rev 4, 2B Emergency Diesel Generator Periodic Test and
General Operating Instructions

HP 0960154, Rev 0, Safety Battery Performance Test [1B Battery, NPWO

8329/65]

During the satisfactory [105 percent of rated capacity] testing of
the battery, the reliability group took thermographic imaging of the
battery connection points. All connection points were operating
cool and properly.

OP 1-0400050, Rev 30, [TC 1-93-122] Periodic Integral Testing of
Emergency Safeguards Features, Appendix P, Test of the 1C

Containment Fan Cooler to Start from a SIAS Signal

OP 1-0410028, Rev 5, Differential Pressure Testing of Motor Operated
Valves, Appendix G, HPSI System Valves [NPWO 6182/65 for valve V3654
and NPWO 6163/65 for HCV 3626]

OP 1-0410050, Rev 38, HPSI/LPSI Periodic Test [1B LPSI normal
surveillance after overhaul]

i. During routine 18 month refurbishment of Westinghouse brand
equipment protective relays by the system protection group, green
exudate was found coming from many wires. In two cases, the exudate
had solidified on relay contacts - disabling the relay. This
material had not been previously seen on these relays. This
condition was recorded on Discrepant Field Condition report PCS-93-
000, gC inspection report E93-092, and NC 1-780. The licensee and
current owner of the relay line, ABB, determined that the material
came from age-related breakdown of the PVC insulation on the wire.
The relays were, in general, rewired on site by the manufacturer,
assisted by ABB/CE where quality related relays were rewired. Two
Unit 1 relays were being purchased new since the coil wire was also
PVC. Others not currently showing symptoms were scheduled for
quarterly review until replaced.
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The deterioration of this wire was a subject of special inspection
335,389/93-14, which was intended to address technical and generic
implications of these failures. Prior to Unit 1 restart, the
applicable Unit 1 safety-related relays were currently corrected by
rewiring and testing, or (for two) quarterly inspection pending
receipt of new relays.

k. On April 1, the licensee conducted an integrated safeguards test of .

the Unit 1 safety-related equipment. The applicable procedure was
1-0400050, Rev 30, Periodic Integrated Test of the Engineered Safety
Features. The integrated test was for ECCS in conjunction with
LOOP, ECCS alone, and LOOP alone. This test required a large amount
of data be expeditiously collected from a number of locations,
requiring experienced data takers such as qualified operators. The
test coordination and conduct were excellent. The test was
successful in that the major events occurred as planned (i.e., the
EDGs starting and feeding the emergency busses). This was discussed
in IR 335,389/93-07. Detailed results were evaluated over the next
several days. The NRC inspector followed up items requiring further
licensee review, including:

Host load sequence timers were evaluated from sequence of
events recorder data. The train B EDG output breaker closing
did not print on the sequence of events recorder, so the
licensee subsequently verified train B item individual timing
during the refueling outage per the safeguards procedure
appendix E.

1C CCW pump failed to start either automatically or locally.
Subsequent troubleshooting per NPWO 6321/65 found a loose plug
connection for the spring charging motor power lead, such that
the plug halves separated upon physical inspection. Following
reconnection, subsequent testing showed consistent satisfactory
operation.

1C Charging pump failed to start automatically but did start
manually from the control room. Subsequent retesting could not
duplicate the event, however analysis of the control circuit
revealed an under voltage auxiliary relay that was not
adequately tested. Test of this relay found that the pick up
voltage adjustment spring was set too tightly. This was
retested during the swing bus test on Hay 15.

HVS 1C was out of service, it was tested on April 30 per
safeguards procedure appendix P - added by TC 1-93-122.

HVS 2B did not restart following LOOP. Subsequent review found
the HFA latching relay had physically failed to latch. This
relay was replaced and retested on Hay 16 per safeguards
procedure appendix 0, B-side LOOP, - added by TC 1-93-1129 and
1-93-186.
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HVE 3B did not restart following LOOP. Subsequent review found
the HFA latching relay had physically failed to latch. This
relay was replaced and retested on Hay 16 per safeguards
procedure appendix 0, B-side LOOP, - added by TC 1-93-1129 and
1-93-186.

1A ICW pump failed to start during the A-train LOOP test.
Visual inspection showed the GE latching HFA relay to not
latch. The relay was replaced and functionally tested per NPWO

6408/65.

The failures of latching type GE HFA relays to physically latch was
a subject of special inspection documented in IR 335,389/93-14,
which addresses technical and generic implications of these
failures. Prior to Unit 1 restart, the Unit 1 relays were currently
corrected by replacement or adjustment using shims. NCR 1-797
identified that an automatic restart failure could be observed by
the control room operator and compensated for by manually starting
the equipment.

The above indicated surveillance configuration and procedural execution
was well controlled with the appropriate level of operational oversight
and ownership. Operations gC provided timely review and feedback on test
documentation and scheduling.

5. Safety Systems Walkdown (71710)

The inspector conducted a walkdown of the Unit 1 HPSI/LPSI system to
verify that the lineup was in accordance with license requirements for
system operability and that the system drawing and procedure correctly
reflect "as-built" plant conditions.

Non-licensed operators were lining up the "A" trains of the HPSI and LPSI
systems in accordance with OP 1-0410020, Rev 30, HPSI/LPSI - Normal
Operation. The trains were being readied for train swap such that the "B"
could be worked. The inspector accompanied the operators during the
evolution. The trains were in proper configuration and left in that
fashion by the lineup activities.

The residents toured/inspected the containment penetrations inside and
out of the Unit 1 containment. The penetrations were properly configured
for power operation (see paragraphs 12.c and d).

6. Maintenance Observation (62703)

Station maintenance activities involving selected safety-related systems
and components were observed/reviewed to ascertain that they were
conducted in accordance with requirements. The following items were
considered during this review: LCOs were met; activities were
accomplished using approved procedures; functional tests and/or
calibrations were performed prior to returning components or systems to
service; quality control records were maintained; activities were
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accomplished by qualified personnel; parts and materials used were
properly certified; and radiological controls were implemented as
required. Work requests were reviewed to determine the status of
outstanding jobs and to ensure that priority was assigned to safety-
related equipment. Portions of the following maintenance activities were
observed:

a. NPWO 1058/61, Turbine Driver for Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1C [GHP
1-H-0109, Rev 4; 1C AFW Pump Terry Turbine Disassembly, Inspection,
and Reassembly]

b. NPWO 1049/61, Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1C [MHP 1-HHP-09.2, Rev. 1;
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1C Disassembly, Inspection, and Reassembly]

c. NPWO 3624/61 Bench Testing of Saftey Relief Valves, V2115, VCT
outlet relief, 5 year IST

d. GMP 1-H-0015, Rev 23, Reactor Vessel Haintenance - Sequence of
Operation [reactor vessel head lift, and UGS lift, setting the UGS,
setting the head, hydrolasing the head bolt holes by a diver]

Host of these activities are discussed elsewhere in this report.
The inspector confirmed that the water for the hydrolaser come from
the primary water tank. A previous violation involved use of
potable water for this activity.

e. NPWO 3586/61, 2A LPSI Pump Overhaul [GHP 1-H-0014, Rev 10]

f. During observation of freeze seal preparations for repairing drain
valve V1215, unisolable from the RCS, the licensee encountered an
unanticipated brace between the main pipe and the 2-inch drain
valve. This brace was not addressed by the applicable isometric
drawing. Licensee review found objective evidence that the braces
were safety-related and of the same safety class as the pipe. They
were installed prior to Unit 1 licensing to correct actual weld
failures from vibration. They were formally designed based on
analysis by the A/E and a contractor. They were installed under the
quality program with gC inspection and some required rework. Each
bracket had been assigned a sketch number. The reason that they
were not shown or referenced on the isometric drawings, as
differentiated from similar Unit 2 brackets, was a change in the
approach to documentation over time. Since the absence of
information caused some delay and inefficiency in the valve repair
job, the licensee has decided to add the braces to the applicable
Unit 1 isometric drawings (about 90) by the end of 1993. The
inspector had no further questions at the time.

g. The inspector reviewed the overhaul of the lA and 1B safety-related
batteries. Each consists of 60 cells on a seismically analyzed
stand and interconnected with lead plated bus bars, or cables at the
ends of the stand. This work involved several procedures and PCH
297-19. Examples were:
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8328/65
8329/65
6022/65

6024/65

8336/65

5874/65

1A Battery 18-Honth Surveillance,
1B Battery 18-Honth Surveillance,
Install Individual Cell Equalizer ( ICE) devices per .

PCH 297-19, 1A Battery,
Install Individual Cell Equalizer (ICE) devices per
PCH 297-19, 1B Battery,
1B Battery Discharge per HP 0960154, Rev 0, Safety
Battery Performance Test.
Inspect Cells for Post Seal Corrosion, IA Battery

In addition to normal equipment inspection activities, this work
included:

8
t

Disassembling the intercell connectors and replacing them with
new ones coated with a different anti-oxidation coating than
previously used, a change recommended by the battery vendor's
manual.

Inspecting for post seal corrosion and replacing several cells.

Installing ICE devices. The ICE devices, manufactured to
maintain a certain cell voltage, 2.23 volts in this case, bolt
on to the battery cell terminals and bypass part of the
charging current around cells that have full cell voltage, thus
helping boost weaker cells. ICE devices were not discussed in
the vendor manual.

Work in progress was well controlled using insulated tools.
Subsequent battery discharge tests per HP 0960154, Rev 0, Safety
Battery Performance Test, were successful.

The inspector reviewed the procedures and vendor manual 8770-11988,
Rev 2, Stationary Battery Installation and Operating Instructions,
which included C&D Battery's manual 12-800, dated 6/88, and several
field letters.

The manual specified the initial installation torque on
connector bolts as 160 in-lbs and the retorque value for
maintenance checks as 125 in-lbs. It also discussed the need
to establish the best possible contact resistance using the
initial torque value and periodically restoring the initial
connection integrity using the lower torque figure.
Overtorquing was stated to distort cell posts. Procedure 1-
0960150, Rev 4, Safety Battery 18 Honth Surveillance, required
that connections disassembled for maintenance be reassembled at
125 in-lbs torque. Since several new battery cells were added
during this maintenance, and new connectors were used, several
combinations of new and old components were involved on either
lA or 1B battery, possibly including:

New cell - new hardware,
New cell - old hardware,
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Old Cell - new hardware,
Old Cell - old hardware, but disassembled, and
Old cell - old hardware, but not disassembled.

Which of these combinations were an "initial assembly" or a
"maintenance check" was unclear to the inspector and to the
maintenance engineer.

The approved vendor manual required that all connections be
checked at least every three months [six months per the latest
unapproved revision]. The manual implied but did not clearly
state that the 125 in-lb torque was the appropriate technique
so that "the initial connection integrity would be restored."
The licensee inspects monthly for corrosion and checks
connection resistance of suspect connections with a micro-
ohmmeter. This does not "restore" connection integrity. The
relationship of the licensee's procedure to the vendor's
requirements was unclear to the inspector and to the
maintenance engineer. Subsequent correspondence between the
licensee and vendor clarified that 160 in-lb +/- 8 in-lb was
the actual specification for reconnection any time the fitting
was disassembled and that 125 in-lb was the nominal value to
check "untouched" connections. They also stated that, as long
as the licensee was getting good micro-ohm readings on the
connections, the torque values were not mandatory, nor was
periodic retorquing. The licensee was in the process of
clarifying internal instructions at the end of the inspection
period. Though the licensee did not implement the vendors
manual, the inspector could find no effect on battery
operability or reliability.
Certain 5/16 inch connection bolts did not have full thread
engagement. A vendor letter included in the approved vendor
manual discussed this as acceptable. Since the maximum torque
value was low, the inspector concluded this was acceptable.

h. The inspector observed the checking of the circuit and function of
the A train safety bus undervoltage and degraded grid circuits per
NPWO 8410/65 and HP 1-0970027, Rev 2, TC 1-93-98, Channel
Calibration and Functional Test of the "A" Safety Buses Loss of
Voltage/ Degraded Voltage Network. The inspector observed similar
checking of the circuit and function of the B train safety bus
undervoltage and degraded grid circuits per NPW0,8411/65 and HP 1-
0970028, Rev 2, TC 1-93-99. Activities, including circuit
resistance and circuit path continuity, were well executed per the
procedure.

During the observation, the door to the 1B EDG output circuit
breaker was open. The inspector observed several control wires in a
bundle hanging like a clothesline across the top to the control
cubicle. The stick-on wire supports had failed. Several other such
supports in less obvious places had also failed. Several supports
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in the next cubicle had also failed. Previously, numerous such
failures have occurred in the EDG control cabinets themselves and in
other safety-related control cabinets. When such supports fail,
wires often contact rough or sharp edges or other components
[sometimes hot ones]. This has been a low-level recurrent problem
at this site.

Stick-on supports have usually been added during modifications
because design engineers designing the modification did not design
the wire runs as part of the modification. The site engineering
department has issued PCM 107-993M, Guidelines for Installation of
Cable Tie Mounts, that changed the electrical design notes for both
units, effectively providing a standard for shops or construction
services to use in drilling mounting holes for cable routing.

These particular supports were corrected using glue-on fasteners
because the hardware specified in the new standard was not readily
available. The inspector concluded that wire supports effected
reliability but that the cabinets were currently operable.

Except for the 1B LPSI pump violation, the overall maintenance activities
were acceptable. Many work items were successfully translated into
viable and functioning components.

7. Outage Activities (62703)

The inspector observed overhaul activity during the ongoing Unit 1

refueling outage. These items are discussed below and elsewhere in this
report (and in the subsequent IR 93-15).

a. Incore Bullet Nose

The inspector observed the preparation for and pulling of the Unit 1

"bullet noses" associated with the incore instrumentation and
observed representative incore detector removal. This activity was
significant because, if unshielded, the incore detectors give
radiation exposure rates of several thousand Rads per hour and
accidental exposure could be extremely serious. Elements of the
activity observed with particular interest were:

Health Physics Coverage and activities
Working Conditions and shop preparations
Supervision and Coordination

The governing procedure for this activity was ILC no. 1400023, Rev
2, Incore Instrumentation Outage Tasks, Appendix E, Incore and HJTC
Removal. The applicable administrative documents were NPWO 4021/65
and RWP 1103. Though the current techniques have been in effect for
several years, they are significantly different from those used
during the first several fuel cycles. The cur rent technique
involves the technician, stationed just above the water level on the
refueling bridge walkway, properly manipulating a 35 foot long pole
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with either an attached hook, for the bullet noses, or an attached
slotted cylinder, for the detectors, which catches around the
detector when positioned properly.

The eight bullet noses were pulled by hand using the long pole and
hook and placed in plastic bags for re-use. The incore detectors
were pulled by a long pole attached to the polar crane hook by a

steel wire pendant and a load cell. The total length was designed
such that, even if the crane controls were to fail and the crane
hook reach its maximum height, the high dose rate end of the
detector would still be under sufficient water for safety. The load
cell transmitted load information to a portable digital receiver
located by the crane operator, enabling the crane operator to limit
the strain placed on the incore detector. The removed detectors
were attached to a long nylon rope and transferred to the other end
of the refueling cavity for later disposal.

The inspector observed that the technique used to remove the bullet
noses was conservative.

Fan Performance Hodifications

PCH 055-193, Auto Stop RAB Hain Exhaust Fans HVE-IOA/10B on SIAS.
This PCH modified the operation of Unit 1 RAB exhaust fans to be
functionally equivalent to existing Unit 2 design. The licensee had
found that HVE 10A/10B, RAB main exhaust fans, continuing to operate
following a SIAS in conjunction with the starting of HVE 9A/9B, ECCS

room filtered exhaust fans, caused the differential pressure between
the RAB and ECCS to be less than desired.

The inspector reviewed PCH 055-193, which was implemented by CWO

6439, observed examples of workmanship, and observed the post
installation testing. FPL gC inspection records included inspection
of pre-installation relay testing, hand pulling of wires, and wire
lugging. NPWO 6467-65 controlled independent post wiring circuit
verification by the plant electricians following the construction
verification and gC inspection. Two CRNs were applicable to this
project. CRN 055-193-3814 addressed an error in the manufacturer's
original cabinet wiring drawing. This was found by the site
electricians during their independent circuit verification. The
drawing error did not cause improper equipment oper ation. CRN 055-
193-3814 added about nine feet of flexible conduit to provide train
separation within the RTGB. Both CRNs resulted from alert
performance of field activities.

Physical inspection found relays well mounted, wire well marked and
trained, and neat wire lugs or terminations.

The inspector observed the post-modification testing of PCH 055-193.
The test was approved by FRG 93-120 and performed under NPWO

3544/65. Test performance, which involved both the operators and
instrumentation specialists, was discussed in advance at the test
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site, was well coordinated, and clearly demonstrated the acceptance
criteria included in the PCH package. The inspector judged that the
acceptance criteria were adequate to demonstrate successful PCH

performance.

Unit 1 EDG Hodifications

The lA EDG was partially dismantled this report period (after
returning the plant from reduced inventory) for implementation of
PCH 294-192, Hodify Fan Drives for 1A and 1B EDGs. These belt drive
systems had previously developed as much as 50 mil vibrations at the
idler shaft bearings during operation - resulting in gross drive
belt flapping and broken idler shafts. Broken idler shafts were
successfully corrected previously by changes to shaft material and
design. The licensee designed a significantly sturdier fan drive
system which was also easier to adjust. Items included in the
upgrade included: Shaft size; torsional vibration dampener rating;
pedestal bearing type, size, and load rating; belt type and size;
pully size; drive system foundation configuration, rigidity,
strength, and functionality. The design prototype was tested by
the licensee at the EDG vendor's facility in North Carolina. The
residents inspected various aspects of the complex modification
implementation.

At the same time, other maintenance was performed such as the
radiator change out for the (East) lA2 12 cylinder engine. The
inspector observed that, during the lA2 EDG radiator changeout, the
new radiator sections did not fit the allotted space. New 5-inch
flanges installed on the water return lines were larger than the old
flanges, causing interference with the EDG frame. The inspector
reviewed this for design effectiveness. The engineering response to
NC 3343-2970M showed that the original drawings did not extend to
the detail of flanges, that the original commercial flanges were a
non-standard size, and that standard flanges should be installed per
the ASHE Code. The interference was minor and later coped from the
bottom of the flanges. The radiator fit well.

The inspector observed the initial retest of the lA EDG following
the extensive fan drive modifications. Finished system vibration
readings comparable to previous 35 - 50 mil readings were about 1-
3 mils. The belts and fans functioned well. During the test, the
IA2 engine PTO shaft [that drives the fans through belts] line
bearing housings exhibited about 16 mil axial vibrations. These
were found to be initiated by the engine foundation frame,
represented little force applied to the bearings in this case, were
well within the bearing design envelope, and were evaluated by the
licensee as acceptable. Subsequent retesting is discussed below.

Following the 1A EDG modification, 1B EDG was also modified in the
same manner. Subsequent retesting of the 1B EDG on Hay 2 showed
comparable overall performance but only nine mils of axial vibration
of the 1B2 engine PTO shaft line bearing housings. A special brace
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to the floor, added to reduce this axial vibration, actually
increased vibration and was removed. Based on the 1B2 engine PTO

shaft bearing housing exhibiting less vibration than the a engine's,
the licensee reexamined the lA EDG. The line shaft bearing
vibration subsided to the three mil range following bearing br eak-
in ~

d. SBO Hodification Testing

PCH 028-190 that installed the station blackout unit cross tie was
completed this outage. Once completed, testing in accordance with
PREOP 0920080, Rev 0, Station Blackout Inter-tie Test and 2-LOI-0-
54, Rev 0, Station Blackout Intertie Phase Testing, which was
partially observed by the residents revealed a number of minor
problems and also provided satisfactory test results. The minor
problems were resolved prior to test completion.

The above crosstie PCH completion ends the construction and testing
phases of this NRC 10 CFR 50.63 implementation. The instructions
for the use of this crosstie are planned to be issued by the
licensee by this September (NRC letter dated June ll, 1992, Jan
Norris to FPL Nuclear Division President).

e. Outage guality Verification

The site gA group revealed a Unit 1 containment issue regarding J-
bolts on cable trays. The number of J-bolts installed on
containment cable trays was not per the requirements of existing
design specifications. They group generated NCR 1-811 on the issue
and this was satisfactorily dispositioned by engineering (Hay 25,
1993 completion). The accompanying engineering evaluation PSL-SENP-
93-025, Rev 0, Unit 1 Evaluation of J-bolts for Cable Trays, stated
that the as-found condition was acceptable. The cable trays were
returned to plan configuration. The inspector concluded that the
corrective action system was effective.

In summary, the above outage identified activities, particularly the EDG

fan change, were successfully completed. The EDG modification should
provide a marked increase in EDG reliability. Observed PCHs were
performed well. The site gA finding on cable trays and its resolution
were commendable.

8. Fire Protection Review (64704)

During the course of their normal tours, the inspectors routinely
examined facets of the Fire Protection Program. The inspectors reviewed
transient fire loads, flammable materials storage, housekeeping, control
hazardous chemicals, ignition source/fire risk reduction efforts, fire
protection system surveillance program (fire detector checks in Unit 1

and the auxiliary transformer deluge test), fire barriers, fire watch
efforts on welding jobs, and fire brigade watch personnel status.
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Fire protection efforts were satisfactory this inspection period and,
notably, the fire watches were highly visible throughout the outage work
(see below discussion).

Unit 1 Refueling (60710)

During the course of the reactor refueling, the inspectors spent time at
all three refueling positions. The inspectors observed fuel movement at
the spent fuel pool, refueling machine in containment, and at the
refueling coordination position in the TSC. The inspectors observed
equipment manning and function, health physics and security coverage,
procedure usage, communications, and conduct of operations as directed by
the SRO in charge of refueling located in the TSC. The inspector
observed that procedure 1-1630023, Rev 9, Fuel Transfer System Operation,
Section 8. 1.2.6, Step J5 actually included under one "initial" a repeat
of three previous steps that had required individual "initials" when

initially performed. Step 8.2. 1. required lubrication of crankpin
bearings on the upender hydraulic power unit but provided no records for
this. Consultation with the vendor representative showed that much

lubrication was probably not needed or desired. These items did not
detract from safety performance and were communicated to the licensee for
consideration. Telephone communication to the spent. fuel bridge crane
was not very clear but apparently understandable by the SRO involved.
The inspector asked the licensee to investigate - circuit clarity was
soon improved.

During inspector observations, a smoke alarm actuated in the Unit 1 spent
fuel building during refueling operations. The licensee promptly stopped
activities and the operations and health physics persons searched the
entire building for a problem. Nothing was found and the alarm cleared,
so activities resumed. The licensee's actions in this case were proper
and conservative.

The observed activities were satisfactory. Operations control of the
activities was good. Operations had, during this outage, taken over
several activities previously performed by reactor engineering (e.g.,
refueling machine preparations). In order to produce a more efficient
refueling, Operations plans to hire a technician for refueling equipment
maintenance.

Onsite Followup of Events (Units 1 and 2)(93702)

Nonroutine plant events were reviewed to determine the need for further
or continued NRC response, to determine whether corrective actions
appeared appropriate, and to determine that TS were being met and that
the public health and safety received primary consideration. Potential
generic impact and trend detection were also considered.

The Unit 2 manual trip was discussed in paragraph 2 and will be further
discussed in IR 93-15. Licensee response to the event was good.

Followup of Headquarters and Regional Requests (92701)
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'a ~

b.

The inspectors were requested by NRC Region II to complete a survey
concerning reactor fuel experience over the last two cycles. The
survey response contained the following findings:

The inspectors found that Unit 1 fuel was manufactured by Siemens
Power Corporation and Unit 2 fuel was manufactured by ABB/CE. Both
types were of debris resistant design and neither had experienced
failures in fuel manufactured for the last two cycles. Several
recently received Siemens fuel containers had sandblast grit in
them. This was identified to the vendor by FPL for gA followup.
Several recently received Siemens fuel assemblies had pin-to-pin
gaps too small, requiring vendor correction on site. LER 335/92-02
reported that both the licensee and Siemens had failed to check
maximum fuel weight against the technical specifications for the
next most recent fuel load. Though the fuel load analysis of the
as-built fuel. showed that it would meet safety requirements, it was
overweight. The licensee changed the fuel design process.

(Closed - Unit 1) P2190-05, Broken Swing Arm in a Borg-Warner Check
Valve

This 10CFR part 21 report concerned improperly heat treated 17-4PH
stainless steel swing arms for certain Borg-Warner brand check
valves. This was discovered at another utility. The improper heat
treatment, combined with silicon content in the low end of the
acceptable range, resulted in improper hardness. Difficult to
detect microfine cracks had developed in the hole where the valve
disk mounted to the swing arm. The arm broke and the disk fell off.
The report discussed the valve failing in a service involving a high
chloride environment. St Lucie Unit 1 has two of these valves used
as pump suction check valves in the A and B AFW trains, normally a
low chloride environment.

The exposed surfaces were examined on site visually using both
magnification and dye penetrant techniques with no evidence of
cracks per gC reports H93-792 and H93-793. The interior of the
swing arm hole could not be examined nondestructively since the disk
nut was fully welded to the stud in both valves, vice being tack
welded per applicable drawing 321LBC1-001, Rev D. Since one could
not tell from markings whether or not the swing arms:were even in
the suspect population, the licensee analyzed the chemical
composition using X-ray florescence and performed a hardness test.
The material composition and hardness were nominal, indicating that
these items were not in the target population. This item is closed.

The licensee activities regarding the. 10 CFR Part 21 closure was
adequate.

12. Followup of Corrective Actions for Violations (Units 1 and 2)(92702)

a ~ (Closed - Unit 1) Vio 335,389/92-05-04, Inadequate test of the ICW

Pump.
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This violation involved finding that, contrary to TS requirements,
the logic associated with the C ICW pump restarting upon LOOP was
not tested with any periodicity. FPL letter L-92-131 replied to
this violation, stating that one of the relays was in fact not
tested; that the full circuit was promptly tested; and that the ECCS

testing procedures were revised to adequately test the LOOP

functions. The inspector reviewed the response letter and OP 1-
0400050, Rev 30, Periodic Integrated Test of the Engineered Safety
Features. Sections 8.9.4 through 8.9.6, performed Hay 15 and 16,
1993, tested the 1C CCW, ICW, and Charging Pumps from both the A and
B safeguards trains, and tested the 1C CCW and ICW pumps response to
a LOOP. This item is closed.

(Closed - Unit 1) Vio 335/91-27-01, Failure to Follow Equipment
Control Procedures (Operators)

This violation involved, making TS required equipment inoperable
without declaring it inoperable and then not logging the equipment
out of service in the Out of Service Log. The inspector reviewed
the licensee's response letter L-92-68 and the licensee's corrective
action item N-92-094 and has routinely reviewed plant operations
during the succeeding time interval. The licensee found that their
program was sound and published the event to heighten operator
awareness. The NRC inspectors have not recognized repeats of this
occurrence. Interviews of plant quality control inspectors and
review of their records show that they inspect at least monthly for
the correlation between equipment clearances issued and the
equipment being placed in the out of service log. They have found
one occurrence, on equipment not required at the time, in the last
two years. This item is closed.

(Open - Unit 2) Vio 389/92-07-03, Isolation of Containment Sensing
Line Without Placing Effected Instrument Channels in Trip or Bypass.

The licensee responded to this notice of violation with letter L-92-
172. The initial corrective actions of removing the cap and blowing
out the lines were observed by the inspector at the time. Unit 2
penetrations had mud dauber caps and identification labels installed
during the spring of 1992. These were walked down by the inspector.
Unit 1 mud dauber cap and label installation occurred in April 1993,
and was walked down by the inspector. Two tube ends using
penetrations 65 and 66, located high in the containment annulus,
were virtually unreachable by ordinary means and not capped. The
engineering department evaluated that these need not be capped since
the caps were to prevent inadvertent installation of solid caps and
that the licensee's procedure blows out the lines each major outage,
confirming clear lines. The inspector concluded that this was a
correct decision.

The licensee blew down Unit 1 sensing lines during the period of Hay
20-23, at the end of the Unit 1 refueling outage. This activity was
controlled by NPWO 8158-63 and I&C Procedure 1400205, Rev 2,
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Containment Atmosphere Penetration Inspections. This completed the
on-site corrective actions for this violation.

The final as-built drawings for the instrument lines are due by
August 1, 1993. This item remains open pending inspector review of
these corrected drawings.

d. (Closed) 50-335,389/92-21-07, Failure to Adequately Haintain
Containment Vessel Integrity.

During this inspection period, the licensee's response to the
subject violation had to be modified and a temporary waiver of
compliance generated to not require verification of containment
isolation valves, blind flanges, etc., inside containment during
plant operations. FPL's initial response letter L-93-005, dated
January 20, 1993, did not adequately address the TS aspects of the
current containment condition. FPL letter L-93-046, modifying their
initial response was dated Harch 2, 1993. Under the present
interpretation of the TS, the existing Unit 1 TS 4.6.1. l.a. 1

required a waiver. On February 16, 1993, the NRC granted a

temporary waiver of compliance for the Unit 1 TS 4.6. l. l.a. l. until
it was changed to read like the Unit 2 TS. The permanent change to
the Unit 1 TS was issued by amendment 122 dated Hay 3, 1993, prior
to Unit 1 changing modes at the end of the 1993 refueling outage.
This temporary waiver of compliance is closed.

The inspector confirmed that labels and locking devices had been
applied to the blind flanges and penetration components identified
by the engineering department. The operating procedure for monthly
checks was also changed. This item is closed.

13. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on Hay 28, 1993, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspector described
the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed
below. Proprietary material is not contained in this report. Dissenting
comments were not received from the licensee.

Item Number Status Description and Reference

335/93-12-01 open VIO - Inadequate LPSI Pump Haintenance
Procedure caused insufficient bearing
lubrication, paragraph 3.b(9).

14. Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Initialisms

ABB
AFW
CCW

CE
CEA

ASEA Brown Boveri (company)
Auxiliary Feedwater (system)
Component Cooling Water
Combustion Engineering (company)
Control Element Assembly





CET
CRN

CWO

ECCS

EDG

ESF
FE
GE

gpm
HCV
HFA
HJTC
HPES
HPSI
HVE
HVS
I&C
ICW
IR
IST
JPN
LCO

LOI
LOOP
LPSI
LTOP
MOV

NC

NCR

NPWO

NRC

NRR
PCM

PTO

RAB
RCP

RTGB
RWP

RWT

SBO
SDC
SG

SIAS
SIT
SRO
TC
T/M
TS
TSC
UGS

VCT
VIO
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Core Exit Thermocouple
Change Request Notice
Construction Work Order
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Diesel Generator
Engineered Safety Feature
Flow Element
General Electric Company
Gallon(s) Per Minute (flow rate)
Hydraulic Control Valve
A GE relay designation
Heated Junction Thermocouple
Human Performance Enhancement Systems
High Pressure Safety Injection (system)
Heating and Ventilating Exhaust (fan, sy
Heating and Ventilating Supply (fan, sys
Instrumentation and Control
Intake Cooling Water
[NRC] Inspection Report
InService Testing (program)
(Juno Beach) Nuclear Engineering
TS Limiting Condition for Operation
Letter of Instruction
Loss of Offsite Power
Low Pressure Safety Injection (system)
Low Temperature Overpressure Protection
Motor Operated Valve
Contruction Services Non Conformance
Non-Conformance Report (site engineering
Nuclear Plant Work Order
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Plant Change/Modification
Power Takeoff (shaft)
Reactor Auxiliary Building
Reactor Coolant Pump
Reactor Turbine Generator Board
Radiation Work Permit
Refueling Water Tank
Station Blackout
Shut Down Cooling
Steam Generator
Safety Injection Actuation System
Safety Injection Tank
Senior Reactor [licensed] Operator
Temporary Change
Technical Manual
Technical Specification(s)
Technical Support Center UFSAR

Upper Guide Structure
Volume Control Tank
Violation (of NRC requirements)

stem, etc.)
tern, etc.)

(system)


